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Implied licence to use the foreshore (beach) 

NPP argued that the public enjoyed an implied licence to use the foreshore and that use 
was not ‘as of right’ (ie without secrecy, force or permission). The court did not determine 
this issue as it considered that it was not necessary to do so for the purposes of deciding 
the appeal.  

There are three possible reasons for the legal basis of the public’s use of the foreshore for 
bathing. 
1  There exists a general common law right to use the foreshore. 
2 The owner of the foreshore is presumed to permit members of the public to use the 
 foreshore until the owner revokes the implied permission. 
3  No such right exists and members of the public who use the foreshore are trespassers. 

The court said that it was best to proceed on the assumption that, so far as the general law 
is concerned, the public used the beach for bathing ‘as of right’ not ‘by right’. 

Implied licence from by-laws 

Under section 58 of the 1978 Newhaven Act the Southern Railway Company regulated the 
docks and passed by-laws, banning games and pastimes that might ‘obstruct or impede 
the use of the harbour’. There was no evidence of any signs publicising these by-laws.  The 
court considered whether a conditional ban on an activity in fact sanctions that activity, and 
whether the mere existence of the by-law amounted to its having been published to the 
general public. The court answered yes to both considerations and found that the by-laws 
restricted where people could go but by implication gave permission to go into other areas. 
The existence of by-laws was interpreted as permission having been given for use of the 
land and so no prescriptive rights could be established.  The court concluded that it is not 
always necessary for a landowner to show that the public had it drawn to its attention that 
its use of the land was permitted in order for its use to be ‘by right’. In this case there 
existed a public right for the public to go onto the land and use it for recreational purposes.  
The court found that the recreational use was ‘by right’ and not ‘as of right’. 

Conclusion 

The Supreme Court upheld two of the three issues and found that the public had, as a result 
of the by-laws, an implied licence (permission) to use the land ‘by right’ not ‘as of right’. It 
concluded that the Commons Act 2006 cannot operate in respect of the beach by reason of 
statutory incompatibility.  Therefore the land cannot be registered as a village green.  

 

 

 

 

 


